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Cordillera Apolobamba -
The First Ascent of Palomani Tranca
Jim Curran
Plates 54-56

The Cordillera Apolobamba is 130km NE of Lake Titicaca in SE Peru on the
Bolivian border. It had been visited from Bolivia but seldom from Peru, and
never by a British expedition. One summit, Palomani Tranca 5633m, remained
unclimbed. This much information, gleaned by Geoff Tier after many fruitless
hours in the RGS and AC libraries, was more or less what I had expected, for
Geoff has that enviable knack of Finding Things Out. Moreover, he then Does
Something About Them. As I lack both these attributes almost entirely but
compensate for the lack with a proven and long standing flair for being led
astray it was inevitable that, around the beginning of July, I would find myself
with Geoff once more at Heathrow's Terminal 3 in double boots, salopette and
furry jacket, clumping aboard a DClO. With me was an unopened letter from
my bank manager marked 'Urgent and Confidential'.

Generous support from the MEF and the BMC enabled us to fly to Lima
where we met Andy Maskrey, an old friend of Geoffs, who had been working
for five years in Peru running a disaster agency. His fluent Spanish was without
doubt, the key factor in enabling us to get anywhere near our range for it must
be said that once away from the main tourist circuit, some Spanish is essential.
Andy's Peruvian girl-friend Chepi also spoke Quechua so that in many respects
Geoff and I had a very easy time. We found out very quickly that in South
America you are not a sahib but a gringo - a big difference.

Travelling by bus to Arequipa, train to Puno, taxi to Juliaca and thence by
lorry we reached Ananea a small goldmining village, some 50km from Lake
Suches at the foot of the mountain. There we pondered our next move and the
means by which to make it. Occasionally fact is stranger than fiction and this
occasion could have come straight from the Ascent of Rum Doodle for it
consisted of a midnight walk with five very small children and a wheelbarrow.
Only, I hasten to add, as far as another lorry at the far end of town, whose
driver had been persuaded by Andy and Chepi to drive us to the lake. Next
morning the lorry trundled over the high altiplano, following the vaguest of
tracks over terrain as rough and featureless as the top of Bleaklow. .

Under a canopy of luminous blue sky and in bitter cold, we breasted the crest
of a rise and saw the snowy domes and ridges of the Apolobamba filling the
horizon ahead - a moment of huge relief for all of us. They were obviously well
worth coming all that way for. While our mountain scarcely qualified for any
'Last Great Problem' status, it was easy to see why it had not been climbed for it
was separated from the rest of the range by a high glacier and had rocky ridges
that its neighbours lacked. Nevertheless, it looked fairly straightforward.

In Lima it had been impossible to obtain a decent map from either the Army
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or the Instituto Peruano del Deporte so, despite perfect visibility, on our first
reconnaissance of the approach, it was almost inevitable that we would get lost.
This we did, by leaving the lakeside too early and gaining too much height,
descending and re-ascending unseen valleys before arriving, tired and ill
tempered, at a beautiful high pasture immediately below the glacier which
separates Palomani Grande from Palomani Tranca. We dropped our loads in
relief and slogged back to Base Camp, arriving at nightfall. After a day of
organizing food and gear we all moved up to occupy Advance Base Camp. The
weather was bitterly cold but settled, and our optimism knew no bounds. We
hoped to climb Palomani Tranca by ascending the innocuous glacier above us to
a col, then climb the short N ridge of the mountain. Then who knew? A new
route up Palomani Grande was beckoning, as were several very tempting
traverses.

The following day brought us down to earth. After an early start and
travelling very light, we still managed to pick an appalling way onto the glacier,
and made slow progress on hideous slaty rock, unstable scree and vile debris
covered ice. At last we gained the upper. glacial basin, already way behind
schedule, and received a further unpleasant surprise. The basin was covered in
bottomless powder snow partially or wholly concealing vast crevasses. Geoffs
progress was abruptly halted by threats of mutiny. 'A wise mountaineering
decision' was the order of the day but even so, it was almost dark before we
returned to the tents. Chepi fed us endless Cuppa Soups and was proving to be
an invaluable addition.

Next day Geoff decided to have a look at the way on to the long W ridge of
the mountain while I ascended a big hill behind Advance Base Camp hoping to
get a good view of the upper section of the ridge. Andy and Chepi nobly
volunteered to return to Base Camp for more food and a bottle of contraband
whisky.

Geoff ascended an immensely long pinnacled ridge of appalling rock that
finally led onto the crest of the W ridge proper. From his high point it looked
possible to move along the crest of the ridge but the snow seemed to be as awful
as on the glacier. His view of the upper reaches of the mountain was confusing,
as he could see two possible summits, one a long way off the W ridge. My view
did little to help, for from the top of my hill I could see four! Unfortunately, I
could not see how, or even if, they were connected and the topography of the
final few hundred metres looked surprisingly complex. But I could see that
Geoffs route on to the ridge could be substantially shortened by the ascent of a
huge scree slope which appeared to cut through a rock buttress barring access
to the ridge itself. That evening we decided to place a camp on the ridge, as it
was around 3km long, and to take enough food for three days. While Geoff
enjoyed a well-earned rest·day I ascended the hideous scree slope to find that
after three hours, there was indeed an easy way through. I left the little
climbing gear I had carried in a small cave and slithered down to pass on the
good news.

We made a leisurely and late start the next day plodding in our own time up
the scree, and then interminably up a long snow slope on to the ridge. As late
afternoon turned with bewildering rapidity into night, we found a perfect
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camp-site in a snowy hollow, with bands of shattered orange rock protecting us
on each side. In the red afterglow of sunset, we looked out over the Bolivian
border towards the Cordillera Real.

After a restless night Geoff forced himself awake at 4am and resumed the
never-ending battle with the stove. We were away before dawn and to our
delight cramponed up an easy ice-slope on to the ridge, hoping fervently that it
would last. It did not. We gained the ridge just as the first rays of sunlight lit its
crest. It was a breathtaking position: superb views down to the grey sheen of
Lake Suches still in the shadows; a range of jagged peaks beyond in Bolivia;
mushroom clouds rearing behind them from the Amazon Basin. Doubts
dispelled and confidence growing, we set off unroped along the ridge, finding
out very quickly that its very crest had to be followed precisely - one step
either side'and powder snow made progress almost impossible.

The ridge undulated. We gained height and ground slowly. It was hard to
gauge progress and ha~der still to see what was coming next, but after three
hours progress was abruptly interrupted by a big serac wall topped by a huge
cornice. Time to rope up. Geoff led a good ice pitch up and round to the very
crest of the ridge where the cornice petered out to belay on a tottering pinnacle
poised over a huge drop to the glacier on our left. Another rope length followed
and the angle eased off. By now we hoped we were approaching the first of our
potential summits and the moment of truth. Another SOm and all would be
revealed.

It was and it was not. Some ZOOm ahead a big black fang poked up above an
intervening snowy gendarme. It was undoubtedly higher than we were, but not
much. The other contender for the top was definitely lower for we could now
see over it, some 600m away. This was a relieffor getting to it looked appalling.
But getting to the real top was still an unknown quantity. Between us and it,
was a knife-edged snow ridge that even from here, was partially concealed by
the gendarme. It looked very uninviting. We decided to give it a try, leaving
our rucksacks and spare gear on the summit of the ice crest.

At once we were into a different world: high exposure on either side,
appalling snow and even worse rock. Geoff led, as he had done all day with
enviable determination. I followed, and poor Andy floundered in the steps that
I had reduced to a trench. Belays were strictly for form's sake and the pitch up
the snowy gendarme was steep, hard and dangerous. At last we could see the
final section, a steep descent to a snowy col then one or possibly two rope
lengths up the final summit pinnacle. It looked repulsive but only marginally
worse than what had gone before. Half an hour of tension and the discovery of a
real belay (the first and only one on the entire climb) and Geoff led the final few
metres to the top.

For me this was a unique event. I had spent five previous expeditions nearer
the bottom than the top of the mountains I had cOqle to climb and was by
nature very reluctant to assume that this trip would be any different. Suddenly
perched on a tiny patch of trampled snow I had broken the habit of a lifetime. It
was everything I had ever imagined: big grins all round, vigorous handshakes,
beyond description.

The day was only half over. We had to down-climb the descent in its entirety,
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but it was uneventful though wearying. The memory of it remains vague.
Next day the weather began to break. We had been told that high winds

would start by the end of July and this certainly seemed to be the case. Three
days later amidst snow flurries and darkening skies, we left on the long haul
back to civilization.

Several possibilities remain. The W ridge of Palomani Grande is the most
obvious, but there are innumerable new routes and long traverses to be made in
the area. Climbing earlier in the season, Mayor June, might give better snow
conditions than we experienced. We were fortunate in achieving our main
objective and learned a lot. Very small trips to remote areas, even if the
objectives are not serious, do need some planning and a lot of luck. Geoff and
Andy supplied the former and I suppose I was due for a break!

One day I'll open the letter from the bank.
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